A semi-empirical approach has been considered to study the temperature dependence of entropy of mixing, (Δs M ), for various alkai-alkali alloys using hard-sphere model. The most important physical parameters occurring here is the hard-sphere diameter (σ) and the packing fraction (η). For pure liquid metals, this is usually determined empirically from the observed entropy as a function of temperature which in turn are utilised to compute ΔS M for Na-K, K-Rb, Na-Rb, NaCs, Rb-Cs and K-Cs alloys as a function of concentration at five different temperature ranging from 400K-800K. The study reveals that entropy of mixing for Na-K, Na-Rb and K-Rb systems decreases with increasing temperature. But the result for Cs-based alloys exhibit a mixed behaviour.
Introduction
Though enormous experimental data exist on entropy of pure liquid metals and alloys [1] , the theoretical works lag behind. Recently the hard-sphere (HS) model has been widely used to remedy this lack. The theoretical study of the entropy of mixing is of current interest to unlock the secrets of the structure of liquid alloys on the basis of experimental observations. The most important and basic ingredients are the hard sphere diameter (σ) and the packing fraction (η). Several workers [2] [3] [4] [5] have computed the HS parameters by minimising the free energy of the system through first principle estimation. In the present work, a semi-empirical technique, without undergoing a rigorous first principle calculation attempt has been made to determine the HS parameters from the observed entropy of pure liquid metals [6] , which in turn are utilised to compute the entropy of mixing for Na-K, Na-Rb, K-Rb, Na-Cs, Rb-Cs, and K-Cs alloys [7] as a function of concentration and temperature. These systems are preferred as their densities as a function of composition are experimentally available [8] and also there are typical representation of simple system where the sizes of constituent atoms differ from a factor of 1 to 3. Out of these, Cs-based binary molten of alloys are of particular interest for both theoretical [9] [10] [11] [12] and experimental workers [13] [14] [15] .
Theory
We consider a simple binary liquid alloy with components of atomic concentration C 1 and C 2 comprising C 1 N hard spheres with diameter  1 of species 1 and C 2N with diameter  2 of species 2. Following Umar et. al., the expression for the entropy of hard sphere mixture can be expressed as S = S gas + S c + S η + S σ
where S gas is the ideal gas entropy, S c represents the ideal entropy of mixing, S  corresponds to the packing density η and S σ is the entropy contribution due to mismatch of the hard sphere diameters σ 1 and σ 2 . Explicit expression for the various contributions are
The expressions used for S η and S σ which are derived by Umar et. al. [16] from the Helmholtz free energy formulae of Mansoori et. al.]17], the latter work itself providing an accurate analytical fit to the computer Simulation data.
Here α = (1-η) -1 and 
where
is the hard-sphere diameter of the alloy. Following Eq.(1), the entropy of mixing for a binary alloy can be written as.
with (1) (2) 1 2 alloy gas gas gas gas
Superscript 1 and 2 in Eqs. (10) and (11) refer to pure species 1 and 2 respectively. It is clear that for a given composition and volume of alloy, the entropy expressions contain two unknown parameters namely, hard sphere diameter σ 1 and σ 2 . The packing fraction η is easily derivable from the value of σ. In order to evaluate the value of σ at different temperatures, we reduce the expression (2) to (5) 
 is the packing fraction of pure liquid materials.
It may be mentioned that the well-known Carnahan and Starling [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] formula for the entropy of pure element can be obtained from Eq. (14) by expanding In (1-η i ) and retaining only the terms up to
The packing fraction and hence the hard sphere the hence the hard sphere diameter has been determind at a given temperature by using Eq. (12) and taking the observed values of entropy from Hultgren et. al.,
The appropriate density of liquid metals required at a given temperature have been taken from literature [8] .
Results and Discussion
In Table 1 . We have listed the computed values of σ and η for Na, K, Rb and Cs at temperatures 400K, 500K, 600K, 700K and 800K along with the available experimental values of entropy and density.
The result shows that the values of η vary from metal to metal. The maximum value is obtained for Na and the minimum value is for Cs. The values of η also depend on temperature. As the temperature increases, η decreases. The values of (dη/dT) for different alkali metals are of the order of:
Though, these coefficients are very small, but they may affect the properties which are sensitive to temperature. The entropies of the pure alkali metals, S, are determind by adding ideal gas term (S gas ) and the packing density term S η through Eq. (12) . The former is two to four times greater in magnitude and opposite in sign to s η for all the metals under consideration. The basic parameters required in the calculation are taken from Table 1 .
Hard sphere parameters for pure elements as reported in Table 1 , have also been utilised to compute the various contribution i.e. S gas , S c , S η and S η and S σ respectively from Eqs. (2) to (5) for alloys of interest. The relevant data for the various contribution to the entropy for alloys are listed in Tables 2 to 7 and hence ΔS M can easily be evaluated through Eq. (9) for these systems.
The computation of the various contribution to entropy are very important to understand the gross behaviour of alkali-alkali alloys. First we note that the absolute value of S gas  are much larger than S η  but after alloying ΔS η becomes effective in comparison to ΔS gas . This shows that in alloying the packing of constituent atoms are more important than the behaviour of individual atom in a given volume element. Rb-Cs and K-Cs alloys, increases with increasing temperature between 400 to 500 and above 500K it starts falling similarly to Na-Cs.
Though the experimental values of temperature dependence of ΔS M for the above mentioned systems are not available in literature for an effective comparison, yet good accord with experiment for Na-K and NaCs at melting point confirms the validity of results obtained for these system at different temperatures.
Thus, our work provides an additional confidence in the hard sphere formalism for calculating the entropies of liquid metals and alloys. This is the most valuable contribution of semi-empirical approach to study ΔS M of alkali-alkali alloys as a function of concentration and temperature. This is not easily accessible from any other source and such investigation to the best of our knowledge are completely lacking.
In conclusion it may be asserted that this paper outlines the general theory of ΔS M and the numerical values obtained for alloys form a good set of reliable data. 
